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We’ve got plenty to report
to you in this issue: most
importantly the results
from the 2009 nest box
monitoring. Ian White has
looked at the data for us
and has devised a new
population index to tell us
how the dormouse numbers
from last year compare
with those of the previous
four years. So thank you
for all your dedicated work
continuously checking the
nest boxes to provide us
with this data. We hope
you were rewarded with
sightings of dormice for your
hard efforts. A particular
thank you to those of you
monitoring the 59 sites
where no dormice have
been found.
We monitor our woodland
on the Isle of Wight several
times a year and, more
frequently, have hosted
people training for licences
- or just enjoying a visit to
a wood somewhere new.
In light of this, and the fact
that we always have new
staff, friends and volunteers
wanting to train up for their
dormouse handling licence,
we’ve put together some
guidelines as a reminder of
best practice whilst out and
about monitoring dormice.
Please read them and let us
know if there are any others
you’d like to add as we’ll be
sending them out with the
monitoring forms next year.
best wishes
Nida Al Fulaij & Susan Sharafi
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During the 2008
International Dormouse
Conference, Dr Warren
Cresswell presented a case
study explaining what
lessons we had learned from
the translocation of dormice
in Wales, undertaken by
Cresswell Associates, as part
of a mitigation project.
Dormice were found at an
early stage in the project,
through nut searches, and
in nest boxes - both in
surprising numbers and
surprising locations.
As well as being found in
mature woodland next to
the road scheme, we also
found dormice in semimature landscape planting
along the dual carriageway.
They were also picked up
in several quite small and
isolated patches of habitat,
including an area of dense
bramble scrub less than
100m2 situated between
the dual carriageway and a
large layby used by lorries
which means these dormice
had had to cross more than
15m of tarmac, avoiding any
lorries and cars present in
the layby!
A detailed dormouse
mitigation strategy was
prepared and agreed
with the Countryside

The 100m2 of dense
bramble scrub which
the team monitored
and where several
dormice were picked
up.

Council for Wales (CCW)
before we carried out the
translocation. Fewer than
ten dormice were found
during initial box checks,
and it was estimated (based
on the average density of
individuals expected to
occur in optimal habitat)
that 18 dormice would be
present within the footprint
of the development works.
However, it soon became
apparent that the dormice
in this area were at much
higher densities than we
had expected, even within
isolated areas of habitat.
In some areas there were
four times as many dormice
than had been estimated.
A total of 29 dormice were
captured, with several others
likely to have been displaced
as vegetation clearance
proceeded.
The translocation process
itself also threw up some
surprises: more than 40
natural dormouse nests
were found during our
painstaking vegetation
clearance, the majority of
which occurred in dense
bramble, 1-2m off the
ground. Only one of these
nests was occupied: by a
female with a litter of seven
young just 2m from the edge
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of the dual carriageway!
During the next stage of
the project, which involved
a soft release, we discovered
that dormice tended to
fare better when caged in
pairs or groups, and that
they were surprisingly fussy
eaters. Freshly picked (green)
hazel nuts and blackberries
were firm favourites and
the fussiest dormice were
treated to high-calorie wax
worms! This diet seemed to
help the successful rearing of
juveniles and, in the months
following their release,
monitoring revealed several
dormice in nest boxes
close to the release cages,
confirming both their short-

term survival and that they
had remained in the vicinity
of the release sites.
In the long-term, we
hope that the care taken in
choosing the receptor sites
and the substantial habitat
enhancements undertaken
(including the provision of
nest boxes) will ensure the
survival of these translocated
animals. It is also hoped that
the lessons learned during
this translocation can be
applied to future movements
of dormice.
Sadly Warren Cresswell
passed away unexpectedly
last November, and this
article is published in his
memory. As co-founder
of Cresswell Associates
Environmental Consultants,
and with a research
background at Bristol
University, he was an
immensely knowledgeable
ecologist and an inspiring
teacher. His enormous
enthusiasm for, and
leadership on, projects such
as this – trying to apply
good ecological practice to
complex and difficult real
world situations – will be
sorely missed.
Ali Wouters, Warren
Cresswell, David Wells, Nick
Downs and Mike Dean
the dormouse monitor 3
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2009 NDMP results

jamie edmonds

Last year was a celebration
of 21 years of the National
Dormouse Monitoring
Programme (NDMP). We had
successes: a fantastic £2,500
was raised in collection
boxes and through tea
parties and talks where
dormouse biscuits were
eagerly devoured; there
was a large article in the
autumn edition of Mammals
UK on the current state of
dormouse conservation
in England and Wales; and
there was a lot of coverage
in the national media. We
launched the third Great Nut
Hunt to repeat the earlier
public surveys of 1993
and 2001. And this will be
repeated again in 2010 due
to the great abundance of
snow we had last winter and,
in some areas, a lack of fruit
- both of which hindered the
successful location of hazel
nuts.
But we also had some small
disappointments. It seems so
long ago and yet only now
do we have the opportunity
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to write about the results.
Why the delay? Due to
one of the blessings and
curses of the modern era,
the computer. One of our
successes in 2009 had been
to implement the online
data entry system which
was well received and much
used. Unfortunately it took
us longer to retrieve the data
in a usable form than we had
realised, with the result that
the 2009 data can only be
analysed as the 2010 season
draws to a close.
In 2004 Fiona Sanderson
analysed the NDMP data
and concluded that the
programme was an effective
monitoring tool that would
be able to detect a 50%
national decline in dormice
over 25 years. Her results in
2004 showed the decline
was continuing from the
Victorian era. In 2009 further
analysis of the results
suggested that this decline
had slowed. The NDMP was
initially set up to measure
long term data trends and

in this it has been highly
successful, but the question
we are often asked is: ‘how
are dormice doing this year
compared with last year ?’
In an effort to answer this
query we have looked at all
the positive and negative
records in the NDMP and
calculated the average
number of dormice recorded
in 50 boxes per month
over the past five years to
create a monthly Dormouse
Population Index. In 2009 we
had 233 sites submit data
to the NDMP and dormouse
records from 10 months of
the year with the exception
of January and February. As
few boxes were checked in
the winter months, any finds
could strongly bias the index
so we calculated a spring
index, using data from May
and June, an autumn index
using data from September
and October and a total
index using data from May to
October.
Over the past five years
2005 appears to have been

the worst for dormice with a
low total index and the low
autumnal index giving rise to
a reduced post hibernation
population in 2006. But there
was good breeding success
in 2006 giving a good spring
population in 2007; both
these years were good for
dormouse numbers overall.
The next year, 2008, wasn’t
a particularly good year for
dormice but the following
January and February were
cold, around 1.5OC lower
than normal, and perhaps a
reason why no dormice were
found on the few box checks
that were undertaken in
those months. The latter half
of February 2009 warmed
which may have woken
the first dormouse to be
recorded in a box at Hoath
Wood in Kent on 1 March. No
other animals were recorded
in March and they clearly
struggled to wake up in
April. In spite of the month
being markedly drier than
average, 58% of the 118
animals recorded were found
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2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

May-June

4.23

3.75

5.43

3.68

4.16

Sept-Oct

6.85

11.81

9.33

8.04

9.64

May-Oct

16.28

20.76

20.5

16.68

19.27

Table 1. Spring, autumn and total Dormouse Population
Indices calculated as the average number of dormice
recorded in 50 boxes at all sites submitting data to the
NDMP per month.

that they had a ‘very
fat’ male dormouse at
38g in late October was
trumped by Kingswood
in Kent where they had
‘the biggest dormouse
ever recorded on the
site’, a female at 39g.
These were tiddlers
though compared with
a Welsh male dormouse
at Bontuchel who tipped
the scales at 43g.
The site with the most
dormice recorded last
year was at Goblin
Coombe in Somerset
where they recorded an
average of 33 dormice
per 50 boxes in June
and October. Larkey
Valley Wood in Kent and
Mallydams Woods in East
Sussex were a close second
with 32 and 29 dormice
per 50 boxes respectively.
In June Cabilla Woods in
Cornwall was the best place
to see dormice with 14
animals recorded per 50
boxes.
Was 2009 a good year for
dormice? The year was the
third best spring index, the
second best autumn index
and the third best total index
from the past five years;
almost an average year. It will
be interesting to expand the
index over the lifetime of the
NDMP to see where 2009 lies
out of 21 years of data - but
that sounds like a winter job.

david orme

in torpor with females at an
average weight of 17.7g and
males at an average weight
of 18.5g.
The first recorded birth
was at Bedford Purlieus, one
of the reintroduction sites,
on 12 May and by the end
of May litters had also been
recorded at Hadleigh Great
Wood in Essex and Downe
Bank in Kent. Curiously after
a month of feeding the
average weights of both
sexes had declined during
May to 17.2g for females and
17.7g for males although
one male on the Briddlesford
Reserve clearly wasn’t
watching his figure and had
managed to attain a weight
of 28g by the end of the
month.
Only five litters were born
in nest boxes in June, two
at sites in Devon, one at a
site in Suffolk adjacent to a
reintroduction site, and two
reintroduction sites, Linford
Wood in central England and
Freeholders Wood in North
Yorkshire. The latest litter
of the year was at Merrow
Downs in Surrey when six
pink babies were recorded
on 23 October.
People’s Trust for
Endangered Species ran the
third Great Nut Hunt in the
autumn but in a number of
locations poor fruiting of
hazel hampered its success.
Dormice seemed to manage
though – a comment from
Andrew’s Wood in Devon

Ian White
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Kilimanjaro tea party
without Casper (the guide
not the dormouse!) and his
team. They supported us
throughout with food and
singing and a lot of laughter
and madness (probably due
to low oxygen levels!), and
soon we were being hailed
by guides and porters with
the comment ‘Chezi ka ndizi’
- crazy as bananas!
So far I have raised £2,335
for PTES, but further
donations would still be
gratefully received. My target
is £5,000, which would pay
for a dormouse introduction,
fund an intern to work on
research in UK conservation,
or support one of many
global conservation projects
PTES fund worldwide. You
can sponsor me at http://
uk.virginmoneygiving.com/
KiliTeaParty and read my
blog at http://kilimanjarojim.blogspot.com.

LEFT: The ‘Toad Hole’
that inspired the
experiment.

jim jones

I’ve done it! I have
completed an eight-day
trek to the 5,895m summit
of Kilimanjaro, Africa’s
highest peak, to raise money
for PTES. With my friends
Wayne, Anna and Lyndsey,
we reached the top - Uhuru
Peak (Freedom in Swahili) at 06:21hrs on the morning
of Friday 22 October after a
gruelling six hour hike.
Despite ankle problems,
a last-minute stomach
bug and the ever-present
threat of altitude sickness,
the trip went smoothly. At
the top, I donned my Mad
Hatter’s hat, broke out the
tea set and we had our tea
party to celebrate 21 years
of dormouse monitoring!
Anna’s sister had even
made us a fruit cake for the
occasion. And see if you can
spot Casper the dormouse
(named after our guide) in
the picture – knitted by PTES’
Lauren Alexander!
We couldn’t have done it

Jim Jones
PTES

Nut hunts and tea at Stara Woods
armed with paper bags,
magnifiers and a map.
On return, the bags were
quickly checked and we
could tell everyone that
dormice had been feeding
in both Colquite and Treovis
Woods. Then the ‘Mad
Hatter’ invited everyone
sit down with ‘Alice’ and
the ‘dormouse’ to enjoy a

splendid tea with cake and
plenty of dormouse cookies
to eat.
The ‘dormouse’ brought
her own collection of nut
shells that she had found the
day before and was really
pleased to know that she
has real dormice visiting her
garden further up the valley
It had been a great day!

Nineteen grown-ups,
three children and a baby
collected 417 nut shells in
total. When verified later,
39 had been opened by
dormice and the rest by
birds, squirrels, wood mice
and a few by voles.
Jen Bousfield
NDMP monitor

all images jen bousfield

On a bright sunny day last
September, the Friends of
Stara Woods and About
Face Drama Group joined
with members of the
local Parish Wildlife and
Cornwall Mammal Groups to
undertake a nut hunt! After
a two minute guide to nut
hunting, groups set off to
various parts of the woods
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Golden Great Nut Hunt update
Worcestershire, Shropshire
and Wales – a really good
result.
Following on from the
early nut hunt results, part
of our country-wide plan
to help dormice involves
releasing captive-bred
groups of animals back to
those counties from where
they had been lost. By using
the hazel dormouse as a
flagship species we can
promote better and active
management of woods and
hedges in the surrounding
areas and give people a
chance to help protect –
and even see - this iconic
species. We have released
17 populations of animals
to sites in the midlands and
further north over the past
twenty years and we are
keen to search for chewed
nuts around these sites
to see if the animals have
moved out of the woodlands
where we put them and into
the wider countryside. This
would be a great success.
Please help us by carrying
out a nut hunt anywhere
in the country this coming
winter. In particular we
would like you to revisit
the woods where we know
dormice were found in
our earlier nut hunts. We
want to check that those

animals are still there and
speak to the owners of
those woodlands to help
them make sure they carry
out the right management
and link their woods and
hedgerows to the wider
countryside so ensuring a
safe future for the dormice.
For more information and to

download a survey pack visit
www.greatnuthunt.org.uk.
There is also a search facility
to enter your postcode for a
list of your nearest woods. Or
for a full list of the woods to
visit in your county, email
nida.al-fulaij@ptes.org.
Nida Al Fulaij

pat morris

In 1993 the first Great Nut
Hunt was launched in the
hope that many people
would find the remaining
populations of dormice as
well as giving information
about the type of woodlands
where they were found. This
would enable us to classify
what type of woods and
management best suited
dormice and encourage
other woodland owners to
adopt these practices too. An
overwhelming 6,400 people
took to the countryside,
finding almost a quarter of
a million hazel nuts, 13,000
of which they sent in to be
checked by our chief nutter.
Despite extensive searches,
the existence of dormice
was not confirmed in any
of those seven counties
where the species had been
declared extinct by Elaine
Hurrell some years before.
For instance over 80 sites
were searched in Yorkshire
and 12,000 chewed nuts
sent in but sadly none of
these had been opened
by dormice. Despite the
disappointing news that
dormice did indeed seem
to be in decline across the
country as a whole, the
Great Nut Hunt was such a
success in terms of finding
sites where the animals still
exist and being a great way
to involve the general public
that we repeated it in 2001
and again last autumn and
winter.
Thank you to all of you
who have responded to our
appeal for help so far. More
than 3,500 people have
registered to receive our
pack and 425 woodland or
hedgerow surveys have been
carried out. Of those, 74
found evidence of dormice
– a really encouraging
number. Most of those sites
are in the south west – in
particular Devon – but we’ve
found new dormouse sites in
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Restoring hedgerow havens

nick binnie

A quintessential feature of
the British countryside is
its rich and varied patterns
of hedgerows, a part of
our cultural and landscape
heritage. Hundreds of
different types of animal
and plant depend upon
hedgerows for their survival.
Many hedgerows are
hundreds, some even
thousands, of years old and
of historical interest in their
own right. And today too
there are lots of reasons for
looking after hedgerows and
for planting more.
Hedgerows help to prevent
soil loss, reduce pollution,
regulate water supply
and reduce flooding. They
provide firewood, shelter,
screening, berries for jams,
craft materials and food used
by livestock to supplement
their diet or to self-treat
ailments. Not to mention
their sheer beauty curtaining
country lanes.
Sadly, there has been a
dramatic loss of hedgerows
since the Second World War
mirroring a severe decline
in many of the species
associated with them. Over
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the last 30 years or so there
has been a 64% decline
of dormouse occurrence
in hedgerows. During the
last decade, although the
length of hedgerow in
Britain has remained stable,
there has been a 7% decline
in the number of classic
shrubby hedgerows and a
9% increase in the number
of hedgerows that have
developed into lines of trees
or relict features, vastly
diminishing their value to
other wildlife.
Most of our hedgerows
are now in poor condition,
putting their dependent
wildlife at great risk. Threats
to hedgerows include
neglect, incorrect timing
of management and over
trimming. The resulting
gaps in hedges destroy the
natural links between safe
woodland havens for wildlife.
Furthermore the scarcity of
young hedgerow trees to
replace mature ones when
they die is an increasingly
major cause for concern.
Our interest and concern
for hedgerows lies in
their critical importance

to wildlife. Over 130
conservation priority species
depend to some degree
on hedgerows: loss of
hedgerows or a decline in
their quality has a disastrous
impact on these species.
Hedgerows provide a vital
lifeline for mammals, birds,
and insects. As well as being
an important habitat in their
own right, they act as wildlife
corridors allowing dispersal
between isolated habitats.
Our longstanding concern
for dormouse conservation
was the inspiration behind
the launch of our Hedgerows
for Dormice project last
year. This ambitious project,
jointly funded by PTES
and Natural England, is
reconnecting isolated
dormice populations by
gapping-up and planting
hedgerows and encouraging
good practice in hedgerow
management. As well as
restoring quality habitat
for dormice, many other
species will benefit from the
regeneration of hedgerows
making it a very effective
conservation exercise.
Dormouse ‘hotspots’

have been identified using
information from our long
running programme of
dormouse monitoring. We
have 32 hotspots in eleven
counties which have been
prioritised: Surrey, Essex,
Shropshire, Dorset, Cumbria,
Kent, and the Chilterns
corridor through parts of
Berkshire, Oxfordshire,
Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire
and Buckinghamshire.
We have already digitally
mapped over 10,700
hedgerows extending
over nearly 2,000km. The
top priority hedgerows
in the hotspot areas
that connect isolated
dormouse populations
have been identified with
the help of trained survey
volunteers. In partnership
with local groups already
involved in hedgerow
conservation, landowners
and land managers we are
ensuring that these priority
hedgerows are managed to
benefit dormice in particular,
and wildlife in general.
Where hedgerow is in a less
than favourable condition
we are training and working

with conservation volunteers
and landowners to gap up
and create new hedgerow
habitat and to manage
it appropriately. Careful
management techniques
and timing are crucial to
maintaining healthy, wildlifefriendly hedges. We have
already trained nearly 400
volunteers to survey the
condition of hedgerows
and over 40 landowners
and land managers have
attended workshops
on wildlife-friendly
hedgerow management.
We also launched a Good
Hedgerow Award to reward
wildlife-friendly hedgerow
management. By the end
of March 2.1km of hedge
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had been gapped up or
planted. We are committed
to planting over 2km more
hedgerows and 100 trees
this autumn/ winter and
are still giving away more
- by next spring we aim to
have created up to 37km of
hedgerow, engaged more
land managers to preserve
old trees and planted up
to 1,000 new hedgerow
trees. We are running more
hedgerow management
workshops for land
managers and volunteers,
so if you are thinking of
planting hedgerows please
get in touch!
Jill Nelson
PTES

For two years now we have
observed juvenile dormice
from a late brood foraging
near the top of our garden
along a short length of
remnant hedgerow and
garden shrubbery which
grows to about 4m high.
Last year, the new and
rather small juveniles
appeared on 11 October and
climbed down to feed on
sunflower kernels from the
food tray. After a few days I
noticed shreds of green on
the tray and, using a hand
lens, realised that these
were the remains of the flat
spangle galls that form on
the underside of oak leaves.
As these could have been
left by wood mice, one
evening I stayed longer to
observe. A gentle ‘pitterpatter’ alerted me to activity
high up in the oak branches;
against the sky I could
see movement and the
unmistakable silhouettes of
dormouse tails.
Only a small, incredibly
light animal could climb
on the leaves without the

leaf and gall
falling to the
ground. There
has been less
evidence
than last year
as this year
there have
been fewer
galls and the
dormice have
been larger!
The galls
contain the larvae of a
small wasp, Neuroterus
quercusbaccarum, which
must provide quite a
nutritious source of food.
The leaves fall and, in spring,
parthenogenetic (asexually
reproducing) female wasps
hatch out from the leaf
litter to lay eggs on the
oak flowers which form
‘currant’ galls from which
both male and female wasps
emerge. (Thank you to Janice
Whittington for supplying
details of the species’
lifecycle.)

all images Jen Bousfield
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Jen Bousfield
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Reintroduced dormice moving into the coun
At the second International
Dormouse Conference
held in Fuscaldo, Calabria,
southern Italy in 1993 Pat
Morris and Paul Bright
suggested that ’given
appropriate release methods
and subsequent support,
both captive bred and
translocated wild dormice
have been shown to survive
in unfamiliar sites and could
be used to reinstate the
species in areas from which
it has been lost.’ In 1993 the
first attempt to reintroduce
dormice to Brampton
Wood in Cambridgeshire
was undertaken and while
the local population has
expanded and dispersed
throughout the wood there
is no evidence that they
have moved beyond the
woodland margin.
The reintroduction
programme has
continued since then with
approximately one site
added each year in counties
The dormice at
Linford Wood
dispersed from their
original release site
(blue spot) to several
surrounding areas
(red spots).
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The Stockton Dingle
dormice moved twice
from the original
release site (blue
spot) to create two
new populations (red
spots), one of which
still persists.

within the native range of
the dormouse, but where
populations are now either
sparse or absent. The aim

was to use the reintroduced
animals to form a core
population from which they
could then disperse.
The third release took
place in Cheshire in 1996
and 1997 in a private
woodland called Stockton
Dingle (above). This site is
monitored by the North West
Dormouse Project along
with Bontouchel Woods in
Wales. The site has always
recorded a good number of
dormice, specifically at the
southern part of the wood
which is predominantly a
mixed conifer habitat. In
2000, boxes were put up
in good dormouse habitat
along the Wych Brook to the
west of Stockton Dingle and
have shown no evidence of
dormice. But boxes put up
in a scrubby conifer wood
to the south west of the
original release site were
quickly populated by the
animals where they have
remained for the past ten
years. The English dormice
from Cheshire also made
an attempt to begin the

colonisation of Wales when
they crossed the Wych Brook
and briefly occupied Doley
Wood between 2004 and
2007. Unfortunately the
population did not persist
and they have not been
recorded there recently.
In 1998 41 dormice were
released into Linford Wood
in Buckinghamshire (left),
a well-managed woodland
owned by the Wildlife Trust
that is ideal dormouse
habitat located in an
agricultural landscape. By
2004 the population had
swelled to 117 animals in
the September check and
four years later dormouse
nests were found in some of
the surrounding hedgerows
in a survey undertaken by
Michael Woods Associates.
More in hope than
expectation dormouse
boxes had been erected in
a small woodland remnant
of Gayhurst Wood that was
isolated when the M1 was
built in 1959. In 2009 three
animals were recorded in the
autumn check and dormice

ntryside

have been recorded regularly
in the boxes adjacent to the
motorway in each check in
2010. Talks are underway
with the Highways Agency
to manage the embankment
sympathetically for dormice
to increase their area of
available habitat.
In an article in The Zoologist
in 1885, GT Rope notes
that ‘with the exception
of a district in the south
west of the county and
near Ipswich there are no
well-authenticated cases of
dormice being recorded in
a wild state in Suffolk’. More
recently at least two natural
sites have been found. In
2000 they were released into
Priestley Wood (right) and
within a short time a single
animal was found 1.5km to
the north of the wood in
an urban garden. No other
animals have been found
in this area so this may well
have been a dispersing
juvenile. More successfully
the animals have crossed a
gappy hedgerow to Bonny
Wood where they have
become sufficiently well
established for a new NDMP
site to be set up.

The Natural England
Dormice were
Landscape Character
released at Priestley
of the Fens describes
Wood (blue spot)
and have moved
Lincolnshire as a
significantly far
‘large-scale, flat,
away, both north
open landscape
and south (red
with extensive
spots).
vistas to level
horizons and huge
skies. Woodland
cover is sparse
with occasional
avenues to roads;
elsewhere isolated
field trees have
marked significance’.
This might not be
an obvious county
in which to release
dormice but they
were recorded in at
least two sites in the
Victorian era and
were reintroduced in
2002 into Chambers
Farm Wood (below),
a site owned by the
Forestry Commission.
Although Lincolnshire
Limewoods Project.
may be lacking in woods at
Chambers Farm Wood is an
least those that exist have
assemblage of five ancient
the potential to be formed
semi-natural woodlands that
into reasonable mosaics
were connected by conifer
of connected woodland –
planting on surrounding
this is one of the aims of
agricultural fields in the late
the ongoing Lincolnshire
1940s. The release of 32
dormice took
place in Ivy
Wood, one
of the older
areas of the
woodland,
and by 2006
a dormouse
was found
in the thick
blackthorn
hedge at the
southern end
of the site.
In 2010
two wild
dormouse
nests were
The dormice have
found in
moved away from the
original release site at
bramble
Chambers Wood (blue
about 30spot) to other areas
40cm off the
(red spots.)
ground in

Little Scrubs Wood, one of
the other ancient woodland
areas within Chambers Farm
Wood. We are hopeful that
we will be able to undertake
a second reintroduction in
another wood in Lincolnshire
that lies only 5.5km from
Chambers Farm Wood. This
will encourage even greater
hedgerow linkage in the
area and hopefully link the
populations in the future.
These successes through
the Dormouse Species
Recovery Programme are
thanks to the dedication
and endless hours of hard
work put in by the Common
Dormouse Captive Breeders
Group, the vets at Paignton
and London Zoo, the owners
and volunteers working hard
at all the release sites and
the time and funds from
PTES, Natural England and
Royal Holloway University.
We hope to bring you more
success stories in future.
Ian White, PTES
the dormouse monitor 11
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Nesting materials used by dormice
There are always plenty of
interesting discussions on
the ‘dormouse forum’, and
we have the added bonus
of being able to upload
images too. One recent
strand has involved the
different materials dormice
have been using in their nest
construction.

Janice
Whittington - from the
south west - found three
interesting dormouse nests
(above and below). All
three nests were found in
boxes that are in a conifer
woodland with small patches
of hazel in the middle of the
wood. The wood is linear, not
very dense and has a lot of
large fern crowns. There isn’t
much honeysuckle within
the wood and it seems that
whatever plant is growing
nearest to the
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nest box is being used as
the materials within each
nest vary from one box to
the next. One had a little
honeysuckle inside but the
nest was mostly fern and
moss. The honeysuckle
seemed to be wrapped
round the outside like a
ribbon around a parcel. And
all of these nests contained
dormice.

Paul
Chanin also reported
finding a dormouse nest
constructed of hard fern
and, interestingly, one of
crocosmia - or montbretia.
Surprisingly the nest made
of hard fern (above) was a
good three or four metres
away from the nearest plant.
The crocosmia plants were
also a few metres away from
the nest - it may be that the
broad leaves make them
particularly desirable and
and so worth going further
for. Honeysuckle may be
typical where it is present
but plenty of dormice live
where there is none and so
they use what is available.
Grass is commonly used as
the nest core and on the
roadside Paul often finds
debris, including plastic and
paper, in nests too.
Jen Bousfield emailed a
picture of a nest in a tube
that was almost entirely
made of brown bracken and
shaped to the tube. When
she looked closely she could
see where the fronds had
been removed from the
bracken stem below the
tube. Jen reported that this

dormouse nest (below left) in
Radnor Wood in Shropshire.
The nest is mainly
constructed of dead leaves
and hard fern and was in a
nest box sited in a conifer
stand of 1967 western
hemlock and Douglas fir mix
(below).

dormouse nest was
empty on the day the
photo was taken but a
male dormouse had been
recorded in there the month
before. Oddly enough, Jen
also found a nest in a box
close by (above) that was
covered in brown bracken
fronds but underneath was
a domed nest with green
leaves and woven chamber.
Rob Wolton has
occasionally found nests
in bracken at the edge
of hedgerows.

However
there has always been
some bramble or suckering
blackthorn in amongst the
bracken. The photo above
shows a breeding nest. The
dormouse has incorporated
bracken fronds into the outer
layers of the nest.
Alan Reid, who works for
the Forestry Commission,
found the

Jim
Jones was managing
a hedge in Haslemere last
winter which had grown into
a line of trees, mostly holly
with some hazel pollards
and coppice stools, and
some elder. There were
many rotten stumps of old
trees because the hedgerow
had not been managed for
some time. Whilst he was
doing some final tidying
up he lent on one of the
rotten holly stumps which
came away in his hands to
reveal this tiny nest within
(below). It was very dry and
didn’t look recently used.
The construction was quite
flimsy.

Please let
us know if you find any other
interesting nesting materials.
To join the dormouse forum
email susan.sharafi@ptes.org.
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Supermarket development stopped?
The humble dormouse is
potentially standing in the
way of the development
of a £12m Morrisons
supermarket in Wadebridge,
Cornwall. Morrisons, one of
three retailers proposing
sites around the town, wants
to build a store on the local
football club ground.
To gain permission it
has offered to provide a
replacement ground at
nearby Bodieve. But the

possibility that dormice, a
European Protected Species,
are inhabiting that site has
led planning officers to
recommend that the council
refuses permission.
The local planning officer
said that the football club
development should
be refused as ‘there is a
reasonable likelihood of
dormice being present’.
Although no dormice
have been found, they

have been spotted 2km
away. Stephen Frankel, a
spokesman for campaign
group Love Wadebridge,
said: ‘These companies are
very powerful. They want to
ignore us, but it seems they
cannot ignore our dormice.’
Morrisons said it had
commissioned a local
ecologist to carry out a
dormouse survey. It said it
had asked Cornwall Council
to defer its decision on

its planning application
until the survey had been
completed.
A spokesperson said: ‘At this
stage, no evidence has been
produced to show there
is a dormouse presence
on the site. However, our
scheme, should it be granted
consent, would provide for
a significant amount of new
dormouse habitat.’
Sarah Butler

Reconnecting the Countryside 2010
with Bengoughs Covert to
the south and creating a
total of over eight hectares
of continuous, wildlifefriendly cover.
Joint winner Tony
Seymour uses traditional
coppicing techniques in
Hoath Wood, an NDMP site
checked by his daughter,
Leonie. He also manages
the adjacent Local Nature
Reserve of Jumping Downs,
a chalk grassland. By
planting a single hedgerow
of 30m, strategically
connecting Hoath Wood to
neighbouring Covert Wood,
Tony has created almost
400m of much needed,
continuous wildlife-friendly
habitat.
In order to reach a
decision, we visited all of
the shortlisted farms and
asked each entrant to
demonstrate how they had
improved the landscape to
create continuous cover of
dormouse-friendly habitat
by planting, coppicing and/
or filling in gaps in existing
hedges and woodland
and managing them in a
sensitive manner. We were
very pleased to be able to
award two first place prizes
this year.

john prince

A Gloucestershire farmer and
a retired Kent landowner are
sharing the first place prize
in PTES’ annual competition
to reward the conservation
efforts made by the farming
and landowning community
to restore our threatened
hedgerows and woodlands
and create wildlife-friendly
environments.
Simon Pain from Billow
Farm in the Vale of Berkeley
impressed the Reconnecting
the Countryside judges
with his commitment to
conservation and education.
Meanwhile, Tony Seymour
from Lyminge demonstrated
that strategic planting of just
one hedgerow could create
nearly 400m of continuous
woody habitat in the Stour
Valley area.
Simon Pain proved that it
is possible to be a steward
of nature whilst running a
working organic farm and
successful livery on-site.
He currently manages his
land under a Higher Level
Environmental Stewardship
Scheme, cutting hedgerows
once every three and five
years and laying them on
rotation in the local Berkeley
style. Between 2009 and
2010, Simon planted five
hectares of woodland and
624m of hedgerow, linking

Nida Al Fulaij, PTES
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Habitat destruction and practical solutions

What do you do if a
contractor, employed by a
major electricity supplier,
has just destroyed 400m2
of the most important
dormouse habitat corridor
in your local woodland
nature reserve? This was
the dilemma which faced
us - two local dormouse
monitors - one Sunday
morning in October 2010
when we visited Foal Hurst
Wood LNR, near Tonbridge
in Kent, to conduct our
monthly box check. The sight
which greeted us was one of
utter destruction. Everything
below the electricity power
lines – including a dormouse
nest box - had been

All images Robert wolton

Figure 1 Number
of new nests
found each
month.
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smashed into small wood
chips, covering the ground
to a depth of 8 -12cm.
Additionally, all the tree
crowns had been destroyed
preventing regrowth. There
was no doubt that the idea
was to prevent tree cover in
this part of the woodland in
the foreseeable future. We
later discovered that this
destruction had been caused
by an over-zealous use of
a tractor-mounted forest
mulcher.
To say that we were
seething with anger was
an understatement. More
so because the contractors
had not only destroyed the
habitat and a dormouse
nest box, but also
because they had
severed the only
dormouse corridor
to an adjoining
wood, which we
knew was used by
dormice; indeed
on that same day
we found a torpid
dormouse in one
of the boxes 20m

the other side of the severed
hedgerow.
Here are a few facts about
Foal Hurst Wood LNR:
- it has been monitored as
part of the NDMP since 2000
and managed primarily to
promote biodiversity within
the wood and also for the
benefit of dormice
- it is a recognised ancient
woodland habitat and
was designated an LNR in
1999, due to its long-term
population of dormice
- it is only 12ha, but is linked
via a thin hedgerow to
another woodland (Brick
Kiln Wood) approximately
7-8ha. It is also bordered by a
traditional apple orchard.
After a bit of calling around,
two days later we located the
company who had carried
out the vegetation clearance,
on behalf of the electricity
company. Supervisors from
the company visited the site
and, in fairness, held their
hands up to the dreadful
error which had occurred.
They were aware of the
legal position regarding

the destruction of the
habitat and importantly the
destroyed nest box.
Had any dormice been
killed? We couldn’t find the
evidence we were fearful of
finding, but should a small
animal like a dormouse have
the misfortune to go through
a forest mulcher, there
probably isn’t much left to
identify, especially amongst
vast quantities of chipped
timber! We both truly hope
that no animals were killed
and that any dormice in
the area ran for cover, but
we can’t be sure and were
also worried that any torpid
dormice on the ground (the
temperatures were close
to freezing around this
time) did not get squashed
beneath the tractor wheels.
After contacting the local
wildlife crime officer, we
discovered that legal action
was an option, but proving
matters in court might
become long and drawn
out and importantly would
mean that the destroyed
habitat, including the vital

all images steve songhurst
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hedgerow link, would
not be repaired for some
time. The contractors were
willing to repair the damage
immediately and to provide
a better dormouse habitat
than they had destroyed,
with a thicker hedgerow to
be planted up with a greater
percentage of hazel trees in
the area of destruction.
After further negotiation, it
seemed that they would also
be willing to help out further.
After ten years of British
weather our dormouse
boxes were not in good
condition, so it was rather
useful that the contractors
wanted to demonstrate their
conservation credentials
and were willing to fund the
replacement of 75 boxes.
With a little more discussion
they were also willing to
attend a few training days
to learn how to coppice
woodland in a dormousefriendly manner and so this
winter 0.5ha of Foal Hurst
Wood has been put aside for
the coppice training days!
Maybe this case should
have been taken to court.
But we also needed to
consider the most practical

option in the circumstances.
We both felt it was vital
that, firstly, the hedgerow
link was repaired as soon as
possible (not at the end of
a protracted legal case), so
that the remaining dormice
would not become isolated
from the other nearby
woodland habitat. Secondly,
that the destroyed section of
woodland was also repaired
quickly. There is no doubt
these actions would be
the best solution for the
long-term survival of the
remaining dormice.
What about the rest of
the negotiations? Well the
contractors had owned up
and were willing to pay
to put things right. Now
should the money go to the
exchequer in court fines
(assuming they were found
guilty) or should it be spent
on the dormice? We are
told that the government
is strapped for cash at
the moment, but many
dormouse populations are
equally in a pickle, due to a
whole raft of human-created
problems and we felt we
would rather those scarce
resources were spent on the

dormice.
Whilst it is highly
regrettable that the incident
occurred in the first place
it was felt that the most
practical option was to:
- reinstate the habitat to a
condition in which it would
be beneficial to dormice as
soon as possible
- highlight to the contractors
the importance of managing
woodland in a more sensitive
manner
- gain press coverage to
alert both contractors and
conservationists of what had
happened
- gain extra benefits for the
dormouse conservation
activities at Foal Hurst Wood
- inform the dormouse
community within Kent of
this situation, so that should
a similar incident occur
involving the same company
it would be known that they
have a ‘track record’.
So there you have it.
Nobody has won. Some
dormice may well have been
killed, but we will never
know. The contractor is out
of pocket, but granted not
as much as if they had been
fined, or lost the contract

with the power company.
The legal profession and
government missed out on
a few extra pounds and we
are both still hopping mad
that the whole thing ever
happened in the first place.
If the contractors had only
talked to us beforehand, as
the previous contractors had
done several years earlier,
then the work could have
been carried out far more
sympathetically, as had
happened before.
Long-term maybe the
contractor has learnt a
valuable lesson. We hope
so, because although
their identity has been
protected in this article, all
the dormouse monitors in
Kent know who they are and
will be monitoring power
line vegetation clearance in
the future. And we sincerely
hope there is not a ‘next
time.’
Steve Songhurst, Honorary
Warden, Foal Hurst Wood
LNR and NDMP monitor
Colin Smytherman,
NDMP monitor
the dormouse monitor 15
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Rhos Cefn Bryn Wildlife Trust box trials

Rhos Cefn Bryn Wildlife
Trust of South and West
Wales nature reserve is
situated in the beautiful
Carmarthenshire countryside
near Llannon in south west
Wales. Jacqueline Hartley
and Paul, her partner, collate
the official NDMP records,
whilst Rhian Lewis and I
assist with the checking,
handling and recording.
This year, however, is
different to previous ones
as we have been using an
innovative new design of
plastic 110mm drainpipe
nest boxes as well as the
traditional wooden nest

PTES funding. There was
no sign of any dormouse
activity; it had been a
particularly harsh winter
with plenty of snow on the
ground for long periods and
sub-zero temperatures as
low as -18oC for a few nights,
which probably led to a
longer period of hibernation.
On 21 May we recorded
one dormouse in a drainpipe
box with no nesting material.
This nest box was situated
near the centre of the copse.
It weighed 12.5g - possibly
underweight due to the
prolonged winter. It was
very active and managed

unfinished nest of loose
dry, whole leaves, some of
which were still green. One
wooden nest box contained
a fully constructed nest
with two male dormice
asleep within - one 18g
adult and a 12g juvenile,
which we fur-clipped for
future recognition. This
box was close to C22
where one dormouse had
been found the previous
month. Interestingly we
also recorded six marsh
fritillaries, four gatekeepers,
two meadow browns and six
small skipper butterflies in
the nearby field.

rain!
August: what a difference
a month makes! July lived
up to its reputation for
inclemency but was it now
the beginning of a green
autumn? Paul and I carried
out the check. Near the
centre of the copse in a
wooden box was a nest
with an extremely lively
dormouse inside which
nearly jumped out of the
large plastic bag in a bid for
freedom! In the weighing
bag we realised we had a
rotund 20g individual, which
Jacqueline was concerned
maybe a pregnant female.

boxes. They have a wooden
circular piece at either end,
and an entrance hole with
roughened exterior and
interior for a better grip.
Paul worked diligently
throughout the winter
making them. We aimed to
trial these new boxes against
the traditional untreated
wooden nest boxes and
we had astonishingly good
results!
Installation day was 17
April for the drainpipe boxes
and some new wooden nest
boxes provided through

to escape before we could
sex it. Incidentally we also
recorded six green hairstreak
butterflies that same
morning.
On 19 June conditions
were mild and overcast
with strong sunshine later.
Jacqueline carried out a
habitat survey for the NDMP
recording an open canopy
layer, becoming denser at
the far end of the copse, and
a fairly dense shrub layer.
One drainpipe nest box
showed evidence of recent
dormouse activity with an

Eight people turned up
to help box check in July
even though it was a dull
day and drizzling. We found
an unoccupied dormouse
nest in a wooden box and a
nest containing a 19g torpid
female in a drainpipe box.
She was fur-clipped before
being returned to the nest,
which she snuggled back
into. One other dormouse
was found in another
wooden box plus a couple
more empty nests indicating
a healthy population. A good
monitoring day despite the

However it turned out to be
a male and as I went to put it
back in the nest box it used
its tiny claws - well suited
to an arboreal existence - to
make a swift escape moving
with alacrity through the
ground ivy and under a hazel
stool. One other drainpipe
box contained an empty
dormouse nest proving
this innovative design to
be useful and popular with
the resident dormouse
population. At the last count
we had four dormice in the
traditional wood boxes to
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two dormice in the plastic
drainpipe boxes.
Ten monitors turned up
for the September check
including Isabel Macho,
from the Carmarthenshire
Biodiversity Partnership, and
staff from the Countryside
Council of Wales. The ground
was still flooded in places
from an extraordinarily high
rainfall. One wooden nest
box contained five hazel nuts
that had been chewed by
dormice in amongst nesting
material. I also found some
eaten hazel nuts with other
evidence of occupation in
the form of loose leaves
and debris in one of the
drainpipe boxes. Wooden
nest box C26 had two
extremely active dormice
inside. One weighed 17g, but
both escaped and dashed
under the same hazel stool,
which is probably their
winter nest site, before we
had a chance to sex them.
Another 17g male was found
in a drainpipe box with a
poorly constructed nest of
loose leaves. Boxes C28 and
C55 both contained a hazel
nut eaten by dormice. Rhian
found a very fresh green leaf
nest with a woven centre
that was unoccupied again
with an eaten nut in the

middle! Amusing to think
of the dormouse tucked in
and cosy after all the hard
work of nest construction!
Another dormouse nest
was found in a box at the
far end of the copse, which
was a first for that particular
wooden box. The last nest
box to be checked is situated
in the hedgerow near to the
gate entrance to the reserve.
It contained three active
dormice. Two males and one
female – 17.5g, 24.5g and
the female weighed in at
a healthy 17.5g too. Upon
release every one of them
ran up to the top canopy
with incredible alacrity
leaping from branch to
branch!
October: the last box check
of the year. It was a dark
morning with very poor light
conditions in the copse. Five
dormice-chewed hazel nuts
were found in box E3, two
more in a drainpipe box and
another two in box B4. A
considerably high number
of wood mice were found in
the nest boxes this month the highest count in one box
being one female with four
young. The check also picked
up a pygmy shrew no bigger
than my thumbnail! We
found a 13g male dormouse

in a wooden nest box and
another 13g male in one of
the drainpipe boxes. Another
drainpipe box was missing its
lid - inside were some more
hazel nuts. We suspect a
grey squirrel (known for their
tenacity) could be the culprit
of the missing lid – possibly
after the store of hazel nuts.
A very neat, dry dormouse
nest was found in the next
‘occupied’ box containing
a healthy female specimen
with a fabulous dark orange,
brown coat weighing 19.5g.
Upon approaching box C55
a wood mouse ran up the
honeysuckle vine, onto the
hazel poles and disappeared
into the canopy proving just
how agile and arboreal they

are. The last findings of the
day were another couple of
dormouse nests in both a
drainpipe box and a wooden
one – both sited in the
hedgerow - along with a 15g
male.
In conclusion the total
number of occupied wooden
boxes far outnumber the
plastic drainpipe boxes but
the amount of dormice
nesting in and using the
drainpipe boxes for valuable
shelter, possibly nut storage
and definitely as a place
to safely eat hazel nuts in,
proves a resounding success
for the project.
Richard Pond
Rhos Cefn Bryn Wildlife Trust
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A study into dormouse paternity
The mating behaviour of
an animal is an important
component of its life history.
Different species can mate
in a variety of different
ways: monogamy (exclusive
mating between one female
and one male), promiscuity
(both sexes mate with
multiple partners) and
polygamy (an individual of
either sex mates with more
than one individual of the
opposite sex in a season).
Polygamy can be further
categorised as polygyny (one
male has exclusive access
to more than one female),
polyandry (one female mates
with more than one male)
and polygynandry (two or
more individuals form a
social mating group with two
or more individuals from the
opposite sex).
Most species of mammal
are thought to have
polygynous or promiscuous
mating systems, typically
because males are relieved
from parental care duties
(such as offspring carrying
and feeding). However, there

Fig. 2. Electropherogram
showing the profile at
one microsatellite locus
for a female dormouse
and two juveniles that
occupied the same nest
box. Microsatellite alleles
- the main peaks - are
highlighted (other peaks
present are artefacts of the
genotyping method). The
juveniles share the ‘143’
allele with the female,
therefore she is likely to be
the mother, but differ at
other alleles (135 and 137)
that must originate from
the father(s). Using many
microsatellite loci provides
confidence in parentage
assignments.
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is increasing recognition
that multiple mating by
female mammals is a
commonly employed tactic,
particularly among species
of small rodents. Finding
out how a species mates
is essential to determine
patterns of genetic diversity
and some of the pressures
faced by males and females
when they attempt to
breed. Since many rodent
species, including the hazel
dormouse, are small, cryptic
and nocturnal, directly
observing natural mating
behaviour is difficult. By
contrast, using molecular
genetic techniques, such
as DNA profiling to identify
parentage, makes it possible
to determine the mating
patterns of cryptic species in
the field.
Given the conservation
status of the hazel dormouse
and the substantial efforts
put into captive breeding
them for release, we are
interested in determining
their natural patterns of
reproductive behaviour. So

we undertook a study on
the mating behaviour and
population genetic structure
of hazel dormice at the
University of Liverpool, as
part of a wider project that
is co-ordinated by the North
West Dormouse Partnership
(www.cheshirewildlifetrust.
co.uk/proj_dormouse_
partnership.htm).
Firstly, we isolated and
developed ten genetic
markers from the dormice,
which are necessary for
parentage testing. These
genetic markers, called
microsatellite loci, are similar
to those used by forensic
laboratories to construct
‘genetic fingerprints’.
Microsatellites consist of
a short (2-6 bases) motif
that is repeated many
times, such as the motif
‘TC’ repeated 19 times in
Fig. 1. Microsatellites have
many interesting genetic
properties; for example
they do not make proteins
in the way that genes do
(and thus are often called
‘junk DNA’), and they vary

in the length of the repeat
sequence rather than by
altering the sequence itself
(e.g. a different allele* where
the TC motif is repeated
21 times would be four
bases – TCTC – longer). The
lengths of the alleles at many
microsatellite loci provide
a unique genetic profile for
an individual (except for
identical twins). Offspring
can be assigned to parents
on the basis of sharing alleles
at microsatellite loci (Fig. 2).
Over a two year period
in 2007 and 2008 we took
samples from mothers and
litters at two sites: Bontuchel
in Wales and Wych in
England. We genotyped the
mothers and litters at ten
microsatellite loci, using DNA
extracted from hairs or swab
samples that were collected
during nest box surveys. To
confirm that the adult female
present was the mother of
the litter, the genotypes of
offspring and adult female(s)
that shared a nest box were
checked against each other
– a mother will share 50%
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survey work.
Darlina Md. Naim1
Sarah Bird2
Stephanie Sanderson2
Sue Tatman3
Rhian Hughes4
Phillip C. Watts5
Fig. 1. Example of a microsatellite sequence, TC repeated 19 times, from a hazel dormouse.
School of Biological Sciences,
University Sains Malaysia, Penang,
Malaysia. (darlinamdn@usm.my)
2
North of England Zoological
Society, Chester Zoo, Upton-byChester, CH2 1LH
3
Cheshire Wildlife Trust, Bickley Hall
Farm, Bickley, Malpas, SY14 8EF
4
North Wales Wildlife Trust,
Loggerheads Country Park,
Loggerheads, Mold, CH7 5LH
1

both sites were sired by a
minimum of three males
each. Thus it does not
appear that males are able
to dominate reproductive
access to females. There
was also some evidence to
suggest that female dormice
preferentially mate with
‘unfamiliar’ individuals or
males that stay away from
nest boxes, because most
litters were not sired by the
male dormice that we found
nearest to the mother (e.g.
males that were present in
adjacent nest boxes).
Many animals use a variety
of ways to avoid inbreeding,
and inbreeding in dormice
may be prevented by the
separation of relatives

through (male-biased)
dispersal and/or through kin
recognition. This raises the
issue of female mate choice
and could be an exciting
area of future research.
This first study of mating
behaviour in hazel dormice
using molecular genetic data
highlights the role of genetic
studies to uncover species’
reproductive behaviours
which can be used in
conservation management.
We thank all of the
members of the North West
Dormouse Partnership,
particularly Scott Wilson
(Chester Zoo), Iolo Lloyd and
the Forestry Commission, as
well as all of the volunteers
that have helped during

Division of Integrative Biology,
University of Liverpool
(phill@liv.ac.uk)

5

*One of two or more alternative
forms of a gene at a given position
(locus) on a chromosome, caused by
a difference in the sequence of DNA.

lauren alexander

of her genetic material with
her offspring. Knowledge
of the maternal alleles in
the offspring then allows
the paternal alleles to be
identified – i.e. alleles that
are present in the offspring
but not in the mother are the
paternal alleles (Fig. 2).
Our main finding is that
multiple mating by female
dormice is prevalent – all
females that were tested
mated with more than one
male at both study sites.
Most of the litters at both
sites (69% and 75%) had
been sired by two males - a
result that is amongst the
highest reported in such
studies of small rodents.
The remaining litters at
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Garden dormice

one appearing at the bird
table on 12 June. She sees
them every night and they
have been visiting during the
day too. They take food from
the nut and seed dispensers
and from the bird table and
on one occasion a dormouse

all images betty mckay

In the last issue we told
you about a dormouse that
nested under the steps in
Betty McKay’s garden near
Southampton. Betty was
lucky enough to have the
dormice visiting her garden
again this year, with the first

cake or shortbread crumbs.
Betty first saw dormice in
her garden 25 years ago and
back then a dormouse was
brave enough to feed from
Betty’s hand.

was seen drinking from
the bird bath. On recent
autumn nights small sweet
chestnuts cut in half have
been enjoyed, with the
inner bitter skin left inside
the outer shell. Raisins are
also popular but they seem
to especially like chocolate

Best practice box checking guidelines
At the PTES woodland reserve on the Isle of Wight we
have plenty of volunteers who come to take part in the
monitoring, and a handful of new people on each box check
hoping to get enough experience to get their licence. To
ensure everyone carries out their box checks with the highest
level of consistency and minimal disturbance to dormice
we’ve developed the following guidelines which we’d like to
share with you:
•
make sure everyone is as quiet as possible throughout
the check to minimise the chances of waking up dormice
before a box is bunged and any dormice escaping before
they are sexed and weighed
•
try not to call to other members of the team to reduce
disturbance to wildlife in the wood
•
when putting the bung in the hole at the back of the box
make sure you can see it, rather than feel for it, to ensure
no dormice are trying to get out and get trapped
•
when checking a nest box ensure the bung is in place
before opening the lid
•
you may like to use clear perspex squares to slide over
the top of the open nest box to get a better look before
taking the box off the tree for a full check (as pioneered
by Ian Hillier from the Surrey group!)
•
make sure the nest box is resting on a flat piece of
ground in the bag before starting
•
carry out the check as close to the tree that the box was
on so that if any animals escape they will hopefully climb
into a tree they are familiar with
•
if the nest box has a removable rather than hinged lid
take it right out of the bag before checking the box
•
if the nest box has a hinged lid hold it open through the
plastic bag to make sure it doesn’t suddenly drop down
20 the dormouse monitor

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

remove the bung too – especially if it’s a large one – to
prevent the dormice hiding inside it
before checking a box roll your sleeves up – dormice find
it easier to run up material than bare skin and they also
like running up inside sleeves
make sure not to ruin the structure of the nest whilst
checking for animals – gently feel for the central nesting
chamber and then around the edge of the nest in all the
corners. If it feels empty it is okay to carefully take the
whole nest out to check underneath
if a dormouse jumps out of the box on to the ground
make sure everyone stands still whilst the most
experienced person tries to catch it, but ensure the
dormouse doesn’t get stressed and if it isn’t caught quite
quickly put the box back and move on
before putting the animals back in the nest box make
sure there is a clear route for the animals to get back into
the central chamber
when putting animals back in the nest box make sure the
lid is on securely and post them gently through the hole
at the back, blowing their tails to make them pull them in
before putting the bung back in
when putting mothers and young back in the nest
boxes place the young in first then post the mother back
through the hole
the quality of the recording is just as important as
the rest of the training so take any new or unlicenced
volunteers through the form-filling process before
starting the box check
and don’t forget at the end of the box check to count the
bungs back in to ensure none have been left in the back
of any nest boxes.

